June 2021
Sunday

Math Problem of the Day Calendar

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

1

What is the
value of a
quarter?
_________
6

7
Find the missing
number:

Use math while
inventing a snack.
Send a picture of you
and how you used math
for your snack.

8 + ___ = 17

13

14

Play 3 games of
Tic-Tac-Toe. Count the
total number of
Xs and Os. Which
one had more?
How many more?

20

Keep track of
the weather for
the entire week!
(Type and Temperature)
Send a picture.

27

2,947
+7,387
21

Play a game on
education.com from
the assignment
list.

28

Do 3 kind things
If you have 2 dimes,
for each person in your
3 nickels, and 10
house. How many kind pennies, how much
things did you do?
money do you have?
_____________

_______________

Thursday

10 more than 3
is equal to:

2

__________

3 hundreds +
8 tens + 7 units
is equal to:
__________

8

9

438
-216

15

16

Play a game on
education.com from
the assignment
list.

22
What number is
in the tens place?
3,456
____________

3

3,923
+7,238

Friday

Saturday
4

a picture of you
with your tallies.

10

11

Play a game on
What is the value
education.com from
of the 2 in
the assignment
3,289?
list.

__________

17

18

You have 12 chickens
and your neighbor has
7. How many do you
have total?
______________

3,834
2,238
+8,745

24

25

23

Ben had 20
candies but ate 9.
How many
are left?
___________

5

Take a walk. Pick a
Play a game on
popular item you
education.com from
see on the walk. Keep a
the assignment
tally of that item. Send
list.

837
-126

Give 3 people 2
high-fives. How
many high-fives
did you give?
____________

Play a board
game. Send a
picture!

12

19

26

Ask an adult if you can
help with something.
Time how long it takes
you. Take a picture of
how you helped!
Send it.

29
30
Play
a
game
on
Find the missing
education.com from
number:

___ + 6 = 11

the assignment
list.

Saturday and Sunday tasks are not required, but each earn you a ticket towards a special summer drawing!

C Group Summer Math Calendar

Send all info to rshaw@camperdown.org
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